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1.

FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS OP PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

A. EQUITY FINANCING

Characteristics of Equity Financing .,-.-.. :

We speak of equity financing if the enterprise is supplied with

capital in form of money paid up on shares, by.the .hitherto existing

or new owners. The procuring of equity capital differs from the loan

financing in that "by the latter one'can only acquire creditor

rights "but not "participation rights.' In consequence .of the often

close connection between the .public enterprise and" its public- owner
or owners one might divide the outside financing again according to

the origin of the equity capital, that is,,if the equity capital. .

comes from.one or from several owners of the enterprise. Accordingly
one speaks of an enterprise owned by "only one corporation in the first

case and of.a mixed enterprise in the second.case.

:. . But equity capital pan also spring off internally by retaining the
gains which come.to the enterprise pn;account of the,.sales or miscellaneous

revenues and by utilizing them for the forming ,of provisions'. .This internal

equity financing, as i,t were, is often called self-financing. Besides

this, equity capital also arises from the., restructuring of outside

capital into equity capital.

-;. - The practically important forms of equity .financing are as ...

-follows: ■-,,,.■ '■■ • : - . .•

'' ■ Equity Financing

j\..."_. .Outside Financing :.\x

by.one owner by several owners

' Internal Financing.

mixed enterprises

owned by more than

one public cor

poration

by retained

profits

mixed enterprises

partially owned by

private persons and

partially owned by

public corporations

by restructuring

of capital

(especially

provisions)

2. Functions-of Equity Capital in Public Enterprises

■There arises the'question whether the equity oapital- in public

enterprises has the'same function as it has in private ones.. There-

might be differences resulting in the fact* that on account of the -"'

public ownership and-its aims-the-equity capital "either fulfills

special functions or'even does not fulfill special functions. ' The

functions given below individually differ in their importance Wiroh' must

be disoussed in more details.
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(1) Function of Financing
(2) Securing of Influence
(3) Function of Liabili-ty'-v^;.. .:..'..'. ;..„■_■.._.-..' .-.-I ■.-.;/.'_,}..., ,,_\,.,

(4) Securing of Existence
"'■-■ (5) Effect of Acquisition ■'-■•■ - .. '-. ■ -■ -

\ (6) Base of Profit Distribution-- ■ '• - "■ ■ ■"= "'• -■' ?-' : : -

3# Equity Financing by the Owner or Sel f-Financing" of ■ ' ':'■■ ■ ■ *'-•'-

Public Enterprises. -: ■■"'• " ■" [ '"• *:' '- -

•'"■ We/can realize a deficit of equity capital and especially of

nominal capital not only in the field of private'economy: Public ■

enterprises, too, afeYoften poofly':equipped ;'vith equity capital-j-

especially nominal'capital1. One'of-the most outstanding reasons is the

financial weakness of the owners' budgets whioh often inhibit'necessary

papital increases. The public shareholders often have to carry considerable

Charges in tHe form of general contributions"', special deficit'-payments

and loss compensation; thus additional means' for the 'increase' in equity

capital are difficult to provide. 'As'-the return on invested1 equity ■■
capital, often is'not quite whatrone could wish", this" motivation for-a-

financial engagement no longer exists. "■ ' ' ' ' ' ' * ' '■ ' ' "' . '

.Self-financing is sometimes a source of capital in public enterprise,

but often it is-not;because of the public welfare objectives' or because

of the market conditions. As far as self-financing is possible, it has

to be decided to \ihat degree public enterprises should make use of this

means of raising capital. This, leads, to. the question of the interrelations

between pricing policies and- financing.

4. Financing of Public Enterprises with Private Equity. Capital

If the public owner is not able to increase the equity, capital of

,his ..public enterprise, and if the self-financing and the outside financing

are out of .question, it is: possible in some ..cases - where the objectives

of public-.welfare are no obstacle - to raise private equity capital for

the financing; this transforms public enterprises -into mixed eccnomies.

Weak or not profitable public enterprises, however, wij.1 have difficulties

in finding a private participation-. '**-

B. ;LCAN'FINANCING - *=. *-..■■■-. :r- ■ ■■ ■-

1. Preliminary Note '' ■ ■-'■ '■■ -r '■-'■ ;*»'.->•■ ■

A business economist sees the particularities of loan capital in

the fact that it must be paid_ and liquidated. Thus it is at last

important that .an"enterprise.-, is'.lastingly, able ,of. fulfilling-these

obligations. .-.Under this conditiona\mixed financing- is usual and

suitable. ,In the, individual case one must-consider the proper and; ...

economically ^optimal proportion of loan financing,, (ratio, of indebtedness),
its composition ;with;regard to maturity_. and ^also.-the ..costs-, of ..the :- .■

financing; external conditions ,* .Q.».S* -legal, requirements, and, conditions

t of credit business-r must also be taken into .account. ... , .-,. ■.*; ■., ..
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On. principle the rules for public enterprises are also applicable

for private ones. But it must be asked if there are particularities

arising from, public ownership,; the functions and their consequences

on the enterprise policy (especially on the price policy)* the legal
forms of enterprises in use in the. public sector of the economy

(especially special funds without own legal personality) as well as the
conditions of the industries in which, public enterprises are involved,

and one must also ask of which quality these particularities are.

2. Optimal Proportion of Loan Financing

2.1 Criterion: Security

The' question of security has two aspects. The investor of loan

capital must be interested in the ■borrower's ability of paying the

instalments of interests and redemptions at maturity. The payment of

extra granted securities is always only subsidiary; at first one must

consider that the instalments, must be .met by current income."

A limitation of the'loan financing on the whole and the suitable

equity financing, which possibly can cover the losses, meet the interests

.of the lender by minimizing his risk of a deficit.

for the borrower it is important to guarantee .the fulfillment

of his obligations lastingly. This impli^= a working capital circulation

and an appropriate proportion of own funds, because these do not call

for the refinancing of money leaving the business - as the loan financing

does -, for equity, capital on principle is available,eternally. This

also answers the question if enterprises -without own legal personality,

the equity capital of which does not have' the function of liability, can

be completely financed by outside capital. The answer is firmly in the

negative, because' even slight-'losses^would "influence 'the capital circulation

and jeopardize the, fulfillment of the. obligation.

. . 2.2 Cri terioni Ec onomy . ' .

.The reliability of public and mixed enterprises, the possibility

of an immediate claim of the leader against the corporation or at

.least of its de-f.acto-responsibility for the liabilities of the enterprise

have the effect that public and generally also mixed enterprises are

standing at the top of the credit business and that risk premiums normally

are not calculated, to the credit costs.

2.3 Criterion: External Conditions"

Among the external,..conditions are - .depending, on. the differing

regulations in the respective .countries - could be mentioned:

Requirements of .the .Company Law and the Community and State Law

Requirements of "the Credit Granters

Influence of Taxation

2xternal Control (Audits)
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3. Forms of Loan Financing

3-1 Internal Loan Financing .. ;

:- By internal financing an'enterprise gains, money, from it^ current

business activity (operating income.);.. If these resources are available
only temporarily - even within different time"limits - we speak of -

internal loan financing. It is "quite plausible 'that this form ..of •

financing is especially advantageous if these means are X.ong-term or/
and revolving funds. ' " ..-■..■• ■■■■•:■:

There come into question--"--■ \ : • r-J■--.'-.' :■ ...--.— ■;;-".-.--.■

Pension Provisions '':■'•"'■■ — - ■ -■-'■ '■ -

... . .Tax Reserves and Provision? for Diferred .Taxation

. ; 'Prepayments of..Customer's ;/" . ■ , ' . .. '...."
. : pther" Forms of Internal. Loan.Financing •' / ' . •".' ' ';

3.2 External Loan Financing ' ' ..... ■ - '

3.2.1 Long-term External Loan Finanoing.

The long-term external loan financing is of..considerable

importance and its rank can be compared with that of the equity-

.financing. Significant are..the following forms of. l.ong-term

liabilities:. . " '' ' -. ' ■ . ' : «.

cridits . ...".. ".,.■ ;.' , '.' , . . ■ . ,v; i.,.
liabilities ..due to credit-'companies " .

liabiritie's due'to regional corporations , .... .. ',.-','

sundry liabilities * . . . ,..-,■ "" . ": . : . ■

'"'3.2.2. . Short-term External Loan Finanoing .!,.-:..,

In the usual financial approach the short-term liabilities

do not belong to the general capital fund. . The liquid assets

and the short-lived properties on-theone handand the short-

term liabilities on the other are rather io, .be balanced permanently

in that..way that.the liquidity of~the enterprise isnot affected.

These short-terra items on the whole represent the short-term .

net fund and -' if the stock on hand is..also included - the'net

working .capital. ; . . ' . . ' ^ .' . ....

The most important forms'of supplying the needed'short-'

term cash are in general: [ .......

acoounts payable . . . . |

current account credits by bants !

bills and acceptance credits'" '"" ;
re.ceived prepayments . •

debts due to .the owner corporation■
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.. C. ,01 7ERNMENT SUBSIDIES AND CRITERIA FOR GRAFTING. REQUEST

The special.functions of public-enterprises often have the =

..consequence that the expenses are .not completely covered/by- the prices

and that for this reason the usual resources do not suffice for the .

financing. As a result there.is a .gap which, then often has to be filled

by subsidies of different origin.

There are quite different forms of this kind*'of" financing. Of
practical importance are the following: ■

l). ".Deficits of the enterprise are settled flatly; .
2) The plant and the.equipment are totally or partly financed

. '. by subsidies so "that the price paid by the customer does.

not fully contain depreciation and interest and on principle

only has to cover the current expenses*,

(3). Special investments are subsidized by grants;

,. , (4) iSpecial ..expense-.-; are cheapened by grants.

The resources coming into question for these kinds of financing

ares ... . ....

(1) The owner(s) of the public enterprise; . - ■•-.-.
(2) Other regional.corporations (e.g. federal states or the

central government of a country)" . . , . .

(3) Foreign states or international institutions.

Subsidized financing often is a non-recurring.financin.5. .There

ofte.n arises the. question how in view of. the neoessity of an enduring

performance, a continued financing can.be provided. ....

"._:.[. "' .„' '■.." !,d; lticCTimi8Q"'0F FUIJLJC ENTERPRISES' .,'/'.,

1. Introduction ■.

. ;I.t .is difficult to.speak.generally pn the accounting systems of

public enterprises within ,t.he framework of. this seminar, for there are

a.lot .of ..peculiarities of the individual enterprises and :even.among- ,

the systems of accounting- For public enterprises subject to the

requirements of commercial law (these are the companies with limited

liability) the general rules, which are also in force for private

enterprises, have validity. Vice versa, other enterprises are integrated

in the budget of their corporations with .all their receipts.and expenses

(as some municipal and state undertakings or also the.educational

institutions are).

The internal accounting (which is often described ;as managerial

accounting)'"ia ncjt. coined .'by .the ownership but is depending-on..the
respective- industjry. Of course, the structure of the accounting'partly
depends on the existing'legal prescriptions and on the possibilities of

own supplementari'es." Public enterprises'are generally free^bf legal

obligations in working out their internal accounting1"; with regard to
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the public acoounting which is an accounting en responsibilities, there

exist some obligations'which in some cases arise ;frora the public budget

legislation'or from'the commercial law or also from the special-privileges

of the individual" groups1 of public 'enterprises. Those legal "arrangements

can be adopted voluntarily by enterprises'which are not liable tq them-,

if they are generally Considered to be'advantageous. ' ' ;." "■

2. Public Accounting

For enterprises - public and' private 'ones i- which uhderly the" :

commercial rules in rendering their accounts now ;an international trend

of making more detailed prescriptions ca;n be noticed. Countries which

so long'had-no' or only few relevant-regulations are now producing such

prescription's; "others are^extending them. Besides, there are tendencies

for an international harmonization/ ■ "'■ ■ ; '...'..*

In the course of the seminar examples of detailed 'systems of

public accounting wiil be demonstrated", including examples for the balance

sheet and the profit and loss account.

It will also be shown how a short survey dan be structured which

is bound to give evidence of the sources of the profit or loss broken

down by products or product :line's. Such a profit and loss survey is

useful for public enterprises whose outcome comprises more than one

homogeneous product. , " !

. Another problem is that of standardizing the accounting systems

of public enterprises' by developing a framework'^hich may serve as a

guideline for the individual enterprises.or which may even be required
and prescribed by law *or governmental decrees'. These measures'are a '

fundamental step towards rationalisation of accounting and - moreover -

they are the basis for comparative investigations (with regard to cost

structure etc.) between several enterprises. Of course, this can only
be. done by industry. [ '' ■.'—-■■■.■.'—';—' ";

A special''"problem which will be dealt with is that of £social

accounting i.e. "an accounting system which includes social costs and ■Jl"

social benefits*.1 The-basic principle of such a s'ystem can be illustrated

as follows: ' ■ ■ * - I ■" " ■- ■

Profit and Loss'Statement

Operating on a Profit

Basis

' expenses -■

'•': profit ' '■'

income

■.: ■ . .

Supplementary
■ ■' -1 ■ ■■ ■ "■■■ ■ • t ..'■ .

Profit and Loss Statement

for Social Costs and,'"'""1

Benefits .'. '" ■■•-■■ •

social^

costs ■

net \

profit. . . .

. social -..

,: benefits ■

total Income = profit ■+ net profit
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The problems of this accounting system are not yet solved,"

it is UndeT discussion world-wield and will gain more and more, importance.

It is of special interest* for public enterprises.

3. Internal Accounting ')

The decisive points are tie industrial ,and economical.particulari

ties of production -which also influence the structure of the internal

accounting. Of course, the aim pf the accounting also plays an

important role, which:may be supervision of the,.business conduct,

basis of the accounting for internal services, basis for external

pricing, data collection for the-planning or also data..collection for

internal or interfirm comparisons.

A financial accounting which allows the true and fair statement

of annual accounts is absolutely" necessary, no matter how it is

arranged in the individual case. Whether an enterprise keeps a cost

accounting in addition to- this depends on the- decision and interest

of the management. In Germany, too, no cogent cost accounting for

public enterprises is required. Small-scale "enterprises .do not have

it at all, large-scale enterprises adjust it to their own'heeds.

■ Of course, every enterprise follows .the" principle of the threefold

division into'cost accumulation, departmental costing and cost accounting

for special products or product lines. The natural expense items ,

are taken over from the financial* accounting ■ (cost' classifications)
the departmental-costing and its partioularization,defends, extremely

on the dimensions of supervision; there arise considerable differences

'from these" circumstances. The cost accounting for;.products and .

product lines' consists chiefly-.of key indicators which, serve to control

the cost in the individual branches of the enterprise (as for instance
in the administration, in the: w_orKshop.,, in ;the generating and

distribution of electric current) and "to determine the product costs.

■ ' Besides the question how the system of cost accounting .should

be structured,' it.'will bej.iraportant -tor refer to the problems of. .

calculating-the* prices of::the products of public enterprises. Pricing

depends on'the market conditions, but especially for public enterprises

it depends-on managerial, economic and political decisions.-. Because

of thisi the, seminar will also:refer to. the interconnections between

cost accounting and pricing.- ■. ;.;■•.

4. Calculation of Investment Projects . • ■

'■' Before deciding whether an investment project .is economically

advantageous it is necessary to calculate- its costs and,revenues..

The most common methods for this purpose are: ■ .
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Stitic methods

Calculation of total .profit

Calculation of average

annual profit

Payback period

(amortization period) -1

■Cost comparison"

Dynamic methods

■ Excess present value .method

-r(Calculation of-..total -

capitalized profit)

Discounted cash" ?low method

Payback period' , ;. ■—

(amortization, period).

Cost comparison ,.

.,, .For public.projects it is important to

social benefits as far as possible.

include social costs and

■ . - ■v .E."'PRICING POLICIES OF ;PUBLIC ENTERPRISES,

1-. ■: ■ - Preliminary Note : . ■ ■• :.- ■•■*

I will bring into prominence the question how the pricing policy

influences the. financing of public enterprises and the security of
their production.. For a public enterprise, howeyer, the scope of the

pricing policy-also plays a considerable, role;.there are remarkable

differences.,. The pricing .policy also makes some demands on the

instruments of- aocountrng. , Finally .it :is to emphasize, that the
■"pricing policy - and in "connection with, it the ^.additional financing

from, other resources .-?. :also, -influences, the, econoray-.,pf'-the. application

of the resouroes and of the allocation of production factors..
i

2. ' Relation of pricing Polici&s and Financing •- ■_

The effeots of the different conceptions of pricing policies of

■public enterprises are most.evident in. the.field of financing. The

compensations "which ;the enterpris-es receive1 for their performances

are at'.thesame time-the basis-for. a permanent! produotion .because the

process of production'-is repeated continuously. The level of. the .
price decides at the-same time on.the- form.of -financing. For the

business administration the following.principle applies?; the cost

prices make the replacement of production:factors. possible? at-the

same time the costs give an expression of the consumption of goods

caused by the production.-; . ■ . -.:.':'■'... ■"....' '..':■

•"■ ' ■ As far as the. performance compensations^ do not-suffice alone

to guarantee the- financing.of -a permanent-production ..the enterprise

has to be supplied with money- from other sources. Here .primarily

the financing by the owner comes into creation1 (equity financing as
long-term financing), as loan financing is only tolerable within

special bounds because of the redemption obligation -which is always
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Riven (also for long-term loans), and .which with; temporary postponement
brings forth new and more difficult financing problems. The-financing
W a^third party,' especially,by other- puttie hou9ehold.s1.than that
;6f the*corporation- can possibly also play .a-remarkable.role; one-.may
mention,'for example,.the-transportation business and.the hospitals.

-3. 'Special Problems of Pricing Policies ..... ... .-

■ : '' ■'■■ When-"dealing with the question of pricing policies of-public,
enterprises -it-will be necessary to go into the details of some ..
special problems. The most important-of them, are:

(1) Pricing policies and growth of the enterprise. ., ..-, .

(2) .Pricing policies in a period of inflation
(3) Pricing policies and.financial, effect' of. depreciation. .-

(4) Pricing policies according to costs
1 ; - .- ■ (5) Pricing policies according to .expenses , . •;

■ (6)'■-'■ Pricing policies not- covering costs or_expen&es. - :.:.

■ .' ; ■••■yL(-7)" The Impact of taxation on pricing policies .-. ,-■...,

Ai' '■'■ Constraints of Prioing .Policies' ■ -■ * ■ . .> . >■
. -T - . t * —*"' ... • ' "" " . . . i. . .. . . < . .....

' ' Pricing policies of public enterprises must take.into.account

' external an'd ^internal, conditions^ .which narrow-.:the .possibilities ;for
the managerial'decisions. In this sens" one cannot avoid to, ref.er-

to the market structure, e.g. the size and kind of the market and
■ especially the'strength of actual'6r- potential competitors. One

special item is'the price elasticity of demand, which can.differ;yery

much "between the; several commodities. Cost structure,, of-: the single
;firm and'reaction of costs to. changes'in output;.. are,also of.interest.

K " TAXATION ' ' ' ' ' '

The main question - and a point of long and. repeated discussion

is, whether public enterprises should be subject to taxation or not.
The-pros and -con's■ refer-to .the"^ spheres-of ■economic policy,, welfare'
polioy and fiscal policy. The most* important-, of.,-them are:r .

1/ Arguments /from Economic Policy . ■...■■ *:

One important argument. :belongs: to the..adhere of fair competition

Promoters of -taxation of- publdc;, enterprises emphasize the issue, that
public enterprises as well as-.their private competitors should work
and supply goods under the-same conditions. Their opponents argue

that practically there is no .real-..;compe"t.ition -between public.and

private enterprises. : ■ . ■ ■ . ■ =:-- ■•--■.

Further it is often said that without being tax-liable public

"enterprise^ won11 calculate'correct prices and wpn'.t be compelled

-to rationalize in the same way as private enterprises are. Only if

all enterpriseslwere subpect to taxation without -any differences,

people would be enabled to compare public and private undertakings .

with each other.
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2." Arguments from Welfare Policy . ; " ■ .

Considerations with regard to welfare policy give reason for tax
exemptions of pu"blic enterprises. . Mhen taking iinto account that public

enterprises are. subject to objectives of public interest in general

and to social welfare in special cases, this backs the promoters of tax

exemptions; taxation would oreate the necessity, of higher prices and

this would be disadvantageous to weak" groups*in"human society. Against

this stands the argument, that tax exemptions which refer..to social

welfare should be dependent on general criteria and not on the ownership

of an enterprise; in this case, everybodywho complies with these

criteria - whether public or private - can claim for the legal tax

exemptions. ' ' ■;

3... Arguments from Fiscal Policy . ■

Those who say that public enterprises should be taxed hint on

the fact that this would bring a lot of money.into the hands of the

state authorities. Besides this, tax exemptions would be unjust even

to public regional corporations because of the fact that some of them

are owners of enterprises and are able to receive revenues out of

these activities and others are not in the same position"." Antagonists
of taxation of public enterprises argue that this would.not at all

bring more cash to the treasury but would only be a means of restructuring

the sources of raising money by the public authorities. _

Besides the question of' taxation of public enterprises .in general
if is important how.special public activities and special commodities

provided by public enterprises are .handled in a country's taxation

system. Special exemptions or preferantial treatments may'be feasible

and reasonable. These may e.g. refer to property tax, to income tax

or corperate tax, and to turnover tax, . '

i

. . G. BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Budgeting ought to be brought into a system.which complies with

some essential -preconditions, such as: > .:•■.;.'

(1) The planning system must be organized as a.cycle with the steps

providing of information

■ ■ ■ setting of goals for the. budget; period ....

"■■ '"■■■' working out of the plan ...! . ■ ..-. . ;;, *

■ *•■-. - ■ : . • . deciding on concrete measures.^ ■ ... -■_- ; ■■■■

"■' t feedback and comparison of budget and actual figures

correction of measures and/or of goals
setting of goals for next period.

(2) The system must combine short-term.and long-term planning.

(3) The system must interrelate the necessities of-project-

; .."' L oriented planning with the budgeting of figures belonging

: to a planning period (e.g. the fiscal year);
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(4) The system must connect financial planning with the planning
of assets and liabilities on the one hand and of revenues
and expenses on the other.

(5) A budgeting system of public enterprises must enable the
owners - such as municipalities or state authorities -
to play an active role in the planning process.

Financial management has to maintain permanent short-term
liquidity of the firm, takes care of its financial stability in the
long run and find the needed money under the best and most economic
conditions. In order to achieve this, the outstanding instruments
are:

(1) Permanent short-term liquidity control.

(2) Control of the cash flow during a period by means of
cash flow statements (funds statements) which reveal'the
sources of oash and for what it is spent. These statements

can be set up with actual figures for the foregone period
and with forecast figures for the period ahead.

(3) A framework of characteristic numbers and ratios which
show at any given time the financial position of the firm,
the capital structure (equity capital and loan capital),
the structure of assets, and the horizontal structure of
assets in connection with their respective sources of
financing. .

The owners of public enterprises must be aware of the overall
financial needs of their undertakings, for up to a certain degree
these enterprises are always dependent on their immediate help and
assistance. . .

To procure money in the most economic way means to look for the
cheapest capital but also means also to coordinate capital demand and
capital supply with regard to the needed amount as well as to the
timing.




